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Abstract 
The internal local non-rigid deformation of an aluminium foam is visualised through time resolved, high resolution X-Ray 
computed tomography, i.e. dynamic or 4D micro-CT. The aluminium foam is subjected to a controlled compression during a 
dynamic micro-CT acquisition, using an in-situ compression stage (Deben UK Ltd., London). The displacement vector field 
describing the deformation is inferred through a B-spline based Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) technique, and is incorporated 
into a Simultaneaous Algebraic Reconstruction (SART) scheme. Using this approach, the motion blurring artefacts which would 
normally be present in the reconstruction of the deforming foam, are eliminated. The technique can also be used to deblur 
reconstructions of a single rotation cone beam acquisition of the deforming foam by registering the short scan sub-acquisitions. 
Thus, dynamic processes, which cause an internal deformation previously deemed too fast to be imaged through lab-based X-
Ray micro-CT, can now be visualised in 4D with an acceptable SNR and without motion blurring artefacts. 
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1 Introduction 
High-resolution X-ray Computed Tomography or micro-CT (µCT) is a valuable non-destructive 3D imaging technique in 
numerous research areas. It has matured to the point where it is now possible to image dynamic processes within micro-structures 
in 3D with a sufficient temporal resolution to follow the micro-structural changes caused by these processes through time, i.e. in 
4D. To boost the temporal resolution of CT, a priori information on the underlying dynamic processes can be incorporated in the 
CT reconstruction algorithm. In this work, a B-spline based Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) technique is used to estimate a 
dense displacement field describing a local non-rigid deformation of an aluminium foam that is compressed in-situ during a 
dynamic CT acquisition. The displacement can be used to improve the Simultaneaous Algebraic Reconstruction (SART) scheme, 
in an effort to overcome motion blurring artefacts and boost the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the CT reconstructions. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Local non-rigid registration with B-splines 
A DVC algorithm optimises the correlation between a deformed volume, ��岫捲⃗岻, and an undeformed reference volume, �待岫捲⃗岻, by 
mapping the former to the latter through a motion vector field (MVF), 憲⃗⃗岫捲⃗岻 = [憲掴, 憲槻 , 憲佃]�, such that 
 ��岫捲⃗岻 =  �待岫捲⃗ + 憲⃗⃗岻  
 
with  捲⃗ = [捲, 検, 権]�. The B-spline based DVC strategy considered in this work, describes the entire displacement field through a 
linear combination of spline basis functions, set out on a regularly spaced grid of control points. Each 3D spline basis function 岫Β�猫�熱�年� 岫捲⃗岻岻 at grid position 岫券掴, 券槻, 券佃岻 can be constructed as a three factor tensor product of the corresponding 1D B-splines 
in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively 
 Β�猫�熱�年� 岫捲⃗⃗⃗岻 = β�猫� 岫捲⃗⃗⃗岻β�熱� 岫捲⃗⃗⃗岻β�年� 岫捲⃗⃗⃗岻  
 
where � refers to the spline polynomial’s degree (in this work � = ぬ).  The MVF can thus be parameterised on a (�掴 , �槻 , �佃)-
grid of control points, as follows 
 憲⃗⃗岫捲⃗岻 =  ∑ 拳⃗⃗⃗岫券捲, 券検, 券権岻 ∙ Β券捲券検券権� 岫捲⃗岻�捲,�検,�権

券捲,券検,券権=な   
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with a parameter vector field  始⃗⃗⃗⃗(�姉, �姿, �子) = [始姉, 始姿, 始子]�,  that can be optimised with the ‘Elastix’ toolbox [1], also exposed 
to Python through the SimpleElastix module [2]. Here, the Elastix B-spline registration procedure is configured to optimise a 
‘Normalised Cross Correlation’ (NCC) metric with an ‘Adaptive Stochastic Gradient Descent (ASGD) optimiser [3].  

2.2 Motion corrected CT reconstruction 
The dense MVF linking the two deformation states at time instants ど and d can now be used to improve the reconstruction of 
any time instant 建∗ by introducing a warping step in each projection and back-projection operation of the SART reconstruction 
algorithm. In the most general case, the deformation state at 建∗ can be reconstructed by selecting any set S* of N* projections 
from the complete series S of N radiographs, that were acquired during the time interval [ど, �],  
 S∗ =  {�(建��): 券 = な … �∗} 
 
containing at least the sampling directions necessary for an accurate reconstruction. In this set, the projections are labeled with 
their time of acquisition 建�  = � ∙  建exp, determined by the detector’s exposure time ( 建exp) and the current projection’s index in 
S. While looping over S*, the intermediate reconstruction volume is warped from its deformation state at 建∗ to the one at 建�� by 
considering a linear scaling for the MVF 
 ����岫捲⃗岻 =  ��∗ (捲⃗ +憲⃗⃗ ∙ ���−�∗ � )                (1) 

 
Then, after back-projecting the difference between the simulated projection �̂(建��) of ����岫捲⃗岻 and the original measurement �(建��), the volume is warped back to its state at time instant 建∗. The warping transform is only applied to the points that are 
sampled in the projection and back-projection steps, which avoids an excessive amount of warp operations at each SART 
iteration, and can easily be accelerated on a GPU by storing 憲⃗⃗ in a trilinear interpolating texture. Hence in contrast to [4], the B-
spline method is only used as a robust model for estimating the MVF, which for its implementation in the SART algorithm is 
converted back to a non-parametric representation with a three-component displacement vector in each voxel.  
 
The motion corrected SART steps are repeated for all the projections in S*, until the reconstruction volume at 建∗ converges. In 
general, any time instant can be reconstructed in this way, as long as the linear MVF scaling holds. However here, 建∗  is restricted 
to the interval [ど, �] and more specifically  建∗ =  な�∗ ∑ 建���∗

�=怠  

 

2.3 In-situ compression experiments 

2.3.1 Dynamic acquistion 
A cubic aluminium foam sample with a side length of 1.5 cm  was compressed with an in-situ stage (Deben UK Ltd.) placed in 
the gantry based CT system of the Ghent University Centre for X-Ray Tomography (UGCT) [5] (see figure 1). During a 
controlled 7 mm compression of the foam sample at a rate of 0.5 mm/min, 60 consecutive scans of 700 projections at an 
integration time of 20 ms each, were acquired, at a tube voltage and target power of 90 kV and 20 W, respectively. The prospected 
voxel size for the CT reconstructions, based on a geometrical demagnifaction of the detector’s pixel size (200 µm), is 40 µm.  
 
Through this dynamic acquisition, the motion corrective reconstruction approach can be tested in a controlled way. Indeed, the 
single rotation sub-acquisitions yield reconstructions with very limited amount of motion blurring on their own, while artificially 
motion blurred states can be formed by combining projections from multiple rotations into S*. In other words, each time instant  建∗ may either be reconstructed with an S* containing only the data from its enveloping rotation, or with any other S* of Tuy-
Smith sufficient data selected inbetween the rotations associated to �待 and ��. It is expected that these latter datasets will suffer 
from motion blurring artefacts in their reconstructions. The goal is to correct these blurring artefacts with the aforementioned 
reconstruction method, and to subsequently compare these reconstructions with the reconstructions of the enveloping rotation. 

2.3.2 Single rotation acquisition 
In a similar experiment, the aluminium foam was compressed at a rate of 0.1 mm/min, while imaging it through single rotation 
cone beam acquisitions of respectively 4, 8 and 16 minutes, by subsequently increasing the exposure times and keeping a fixed 
number of 1500 projections. This experiment was specifically devised to emulate an increasingly larger deformation, relative to 
the duration of the acquisition. This reflects situations where a minimal acquisition time is required to attain a predetermined 
SNR at the risk of introducing extra motion blurring artefacts, or simply situations were the deformation can not be controlled 
and is not known beforehand. The goal here is to reduce or possibly eliminate the motion blurring artefacts by strategically 
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defining two sub-acquistions in the single rotation scans whose reconstructions can serve as the reference deformation states �待 
and ��. The logical choice is to delineate these sub-acquistions by the short scan angular ranges [ど,なぱど° + に�] and [なぱど − に�, ぬはど°] within the full 360° rotation, where � represents the half cone beam angle. 
 

 
Figure 1: An aluminium foam in its uncompressed state, placed on the bottom plate of the Deben compression stage. 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Combining data from multiple rotations 
Reconstructions of a dataset S* that combines projections from multiple rotations in the dynamic compression acquisition are 
shown in figure 2. The reconstruction of time instant  建∗ = ななひ 嫌 based on the projections of its enveloping rotation (figure 2.A), 
is used as a reference to visualise the remanent motion blurring artefacts in two other reconstructions of  建∗. The latter 
reconstructions were based on 700 projections selected out of 10500 projections covering the time range inbetween 建待 = ば 嫌 and 建� = になば 嫌 at a constant time interval, i.e. 建�� = 券 ∙ ぬどど 兼嫌, with and without using the motion corrective scheme (figure 2.C 
and B, respectively). By substracting the single rotation reference from these reconstructions, it should be clear that the motion 
blurring artefacts are significantly reduced by the motion corrected SART approach, and that the corrected reconstruction is a 
good approximation for the real attenuation distribution. 
 

         
Figure 2: (A) Reconstruction of time instant  建∗ = ななひ 嫌 based on the projections of its enveloping rotation, and reconstructions of that same 
time instant with (C) and without (B) using the motion corrective scheme on 700 projections selected from 10500 projections within the time 
range from  建待 = ば 嫌 to 建� = になば 嫌 at a constant time interval  (建�� = 券 ∙ ぬどど 兼嫌). By looking at the difference (bottom row) between these 
reconstructions and the single rotation reference reconstruction, it should be clear that the motion blurring artefacts are significantly reduced 

by the motion corrected SART approach.  
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For this motion corrected reconstruction case, the deformed and undeformed reference volumes at  建待 and 建� are seperated by 15 
rotations. At the 15th rotation, the B-spline registration’s performance was optimal in the sense that the NCC between the 
registered volumes is the highest for this rotation, relative to the NCC of the unregistered volumes, i.e. the ratio 岫�) between 
these two NCCs � =  ���岫��岫捲⃗岻, �待岫捲⃗ +憲⃗⃗岻岻���岫��岫捲⃗岻, �待岫捲⃗岻岻  

 
reaches a maximum at the 15th  rotation. The difference between the reference volume �待岫捲⃗岻 and its deformed state ��岫捲⃗岻 is 
visualised in figure 3.A by substracting the same vertical slice through their gray value reconstructions. When the reference 
volume is warped according to the MVF (overlay in figure 3.A), it almost completely overlaps with the deformed volume (figure 
3.B).  

         
Figure 3: (A) Difference between a vertical slice through the aluminum foam in its deformed state (建� = になば 嫌), and the same slice in its 

initial state (建待 = ば 嫌). (B) Same difference after warping the initial state with the overlayed vector field in panel A. 

 

3.2 Deblurring single rotation acquisitions 
An important difference with respect to the multi-rotation dynamic acquisition is the fact that for the single rotation case, the 
reference acquisitions used to infer the MVF are affected by motion blurring themselves. Nevertheless, the B-spline algorithm 
is able to find a robust and accurate estimate for the deformation field linking the short scan sub-acquisitions, as can be seen in 
figure 4.  
 

         
Figure 4: (A) Difference between vertical slices through the reconstructions associate to the short scan sub-acquisitions. (B) Same difference 

after warping the initial state with the overlayed vector field in panel A. 

 

Vertical slices through reconstructions of the single rotation scans are shown in figure 5. As the scan duration increases the 
motion blurring artefacts are clearly more pronounced to the extent that the 16-min scan is rendered useless. By applying the 
motion corrective reconstruction scheme, most of the motion blurring artefacts can be eliminated. However, a slight aliasing 
artefact is introduced at the bottom of the 16 min acquisitions, which can be attributed to a gradual penetration of the compression 
stage’s the bottom plate into the registration window. Indeed, the motion models embedded in most of the registration techniques, 
such as the B-spline parametrisation, can not explain this sudden introduction of extra image features into the registration 
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window, leading to errors in the estimated motion fields.  Unfortunately, while clear through visual inspection, it is not straight 
forward in the single rotation case to quantify the reduction in motion blurring, since no ground truth is available here (cfr. the 
bottom row in figure 2). 
 

         
Figure 5: Motion corrected reconstruction of a single rotation acquisition by registering short scan sub-acquisitions. Most of the motion 
blurring effects are eliminated, although a slight aliasing artefact arises for the 16-min acquisition. In the right most column, the motion 

corrected regions are accentuated in the difference between the left and middle columns. 

 

A logical next step is to apply the motion correction to the sub-acquisition reference volumes. As such, an iterative procedure 
arises, that corrects the reference volumes before estimating a new MVF from them at each iteration. This does indeed lead to a 
slow incremental convergence of the MVF, as can be seen from figure 6, which depicts the difference between the reconstructions 
of two successive iterations for the 8 min and 16 min acquisitions. As a drawback, the aliasing artefact, already present in the 
first iteration, is amplified in the second iteration, and persists throughout the follow up iterations. Moreover, the small 
differences between successive iterations tend to fade out rapidly with the iteration index. In other words, the motion blurring 
artefacts are not significantly corrected any further by performing more than one iteration. 

4 Discussion & Conclusion 
Although the first dynamic aluminium compression case is a somewhat academic application for the motion correction scheme, 
it neatly shows how this scheme can reduce the motion blurring artefacts in a reconstruction of any dataset S*, as long as the 
linear scaling of 憲⃗⃗ through time in equation (1) holds. A more practical application can be found in the motion correction of 
single rotation acquisitions, leading to CT sacnning protocols that are more tolerant towards a certain degree of motion blurring. 
Indeed, the motion blurring artefacts can now be reduced or eliminated in the reconstruction step, allowing for longer and higher 
SNR acquisitions. This is even possible for experiments in which the deformation is unexpected and/or not controlled through 
an in-situ device. 
 
The success of the technique is to a large extent determined by the accuracy of the motion model at the level of registration and 
the MVF’s temporal evolution. While the linear scaling through equation (1) already produces good results, it is a smooth 
evolution which does not capture discrete events e.g. crack formation or buckling. Moreover, the B-spline technique does not 
account for an in- or efflux of additional image feature across the registration window boundaries. Therefore, in future work 
advanced sample deformation models (e.g. a finite element method) will be investigated to further improve the deformation 
estimates, with the final goal of enabling a 4D material characterisation of a sample through a tight integration of CT 
reconstruction with these models. 
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In any case, it can be concluded that the motion blurring artefacts caused by local non-rigid internal deformations, can already 
be effectively reduced and/or eliminated by incorporating an MVF into the CT reconstruction algorithm, through a simple time 
linear scaling.   
 

         
Figure 6: An incremental convergence of the MVF can be enforced by also applying the motion correction to the sub-acquisition reference 

volumes.  There are small differences between the reconstructions of two successive iterations, which tend to fade out rapidly as the number 
of iterations increases. Moreover, the aliasing artefact in the 16-min acquisition are persistent throughout the follow up iterations. This 

implies that a single iteration should be sufficient. 
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